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“Energy and motion made visible.1”
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Abstract
Energy is an emerging concept in social psychology.  Baumeister et. al., likening energy to a 
muscle, have defined exertion of self control as an energy depleting behavior.  Energy depletion 
is measured by reduced performance on a subsequent self-control task.  In contrast, Canavan’s 
work on social energy focuses on energy generation and replenishment.  Social energy is 
produced when two or more people are intrinsically interested in the same thing and form a 
satisfying relationship over this interest.  Individuals high in social energy exert more effort, 
persist longer, and perform better.  The present study was conducted in a 2x2 ANOVA design 
with Social Energy and Depletion as the independent variables and persistence and performance 
as the dependent variables.  Participants worked in groups of two or three groups and were 
randomly assigned to conditions.  In High Social Energy, they imagined managing The Beatles.  
In the No Social Energy, they imagined managing a cover band playing Beatle’s songs.  The 
participants then performed either a depleting or non-depleting proofreading task. Afterwards, 
the dependent variables were assessed in several tasks: a handgrip task and a measure of 
creativity and persistence.  The results indicate: (1) no significant effect of depletion on the 
handgrip task and (2) no significant effect of social energy on any of the behavioral measures 
(i.e. handgrip task or creativity measure).  In conclusion, the results did not support either the 
Depletion or Social Energy behavioral predictions.  In the questionnaire data differences between 
Social Energy and No Social Energy showed significantly higher energy states, social energy, 
intrinsic motivation, flow, and most important more effort and hard work.  The study does 
improve upon former Social Energy studies in terms of its conceptualization because it
successfully manipulated No Social Energy and presented a more sophisticated conceptualization 
of energy.  The manipulations of Social Energy and Depletion interfered with each other making 
it impossible to test the hypotheses.   
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A recent work in the field of industrial psychology examined what the investigators 
called energy networks (Cross & Parks, 2004, 50).  The investigators “mapped” individuals who 
were classified as high or low energy according to their coworkers to form these energy 
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networks.  The original hypothesis that the best performing employees were those who most 
fully tapped their informational environment was uncorroborated.  In other words, the 
investigators predicted that the best performing employees were those who were most effective 
in acquiring information, resources, and know-how from other departments or agencies.  What 
the investigators found was that performance was connected to the employee’s position in the 
energy network (54).  “Energy is closely tied to how ideas get put into action” (Cross & Parks, 
2004, 51).  The investigators wondered how energy was generated during day-to-day 
interactions, aside from general concepts like intrinsic motivation (51).  Their interviews 
revealed that, “energizers think of their work as a balance of tasks and relationships” (Cross & 
Parks, 64).  Energizers bring the group together through a compelling vision (58).  Energizers 
often spearhead projects and move them toward successful completion.  Energizers move the 
group towards the goal by allowing every member to contribute, giving the feeling among group 
members that they are helping the project move toward its achievement thus fully engaging them 
in the task (59).  “When people come together to engage in a task they tend to talk about 
something they all have in common instead of what may be unique about various members of the 
group” (93).  Moreover, not only are energizers better performers, but also those closely 
connected to energizers are also better performers (55).
The energizers Cross and Parks describe create a sense of equality between themselves 
and others and encourage different thoughts and ideas from group members.  Canavan writes, 
“intellectual independence suggests that if/when two people independently have the same 
relationship (feeling or perspective) on a third thing […] that this shared perspective or interest 
creates a kind of closed circuit which is energy generating” (Canavan, 2003, 9).  This 
phenomenon she calls social energy.  It is a relationship founded on equality and independence.  
This was applied to the teacher-student relationship, but the concept of social energy extends 
even further (9).
Have you ever been at a sporting event or symphony or ballet and suddenly started a 
conversation with a stranger about the event you are attending?  Have you ever developed a 
friendship out of an acquaintance simply because you both shared the same enthusiasm for 
baseball?  Have you ever felt reinvigorated to do other chores having just come back from 
playing a pick up game of soccer or basketball?  If so then you have experienced the 
phenomenon of social energy.
“Social energy is the generalized motivational, engaged state generated by doing 
something one likes with others whom one likes and who like the same activity” (Canavan, 
Unpublished, 3).  As mentioned above, it is the feeling of invigoration having just come back 
from playing soccer.  There are three elements necessary for social energy: the individual (P), 
another person (O), and the shared interest (X).  In the example above, you are P, your friends 
are the Os and soccer is the X.  The theory postulates that in a social energy context energy is 
generated (1).  In other words, the individual regardless of his or her current level of energy will 
have more energy during and after the interaction.  This quantity of energy is generated from a 
variety of sources including interest, positive mood, and intrinsic motivation toward the other 
person and the interest.  Intrinsic motivation links all three elements in the social energy triad.  
Cross and Parks suggest that intrinsic motivation creates energy (51).  Canavan’s theory 
of social energy links all factors (P,O, and X) with intrinsic motivation. Motivation is defined as 
any reason for partaking in action.  Traditionally, there are two types of motivation (Sansone & 
Smith, 358).  Intrinsic motivation has been used to describe the pull of an interest or goal on an 
individual.  Intrinsic motivation is a process oriented phenomenon because an individual engages 
in an activity because he or she finds the process interesting or pleasurable in and of itself (Ryan 
& Deci, 16; Butler, R. 185; Shah, J. & Kruglanski, A. 119).  Intrinsically motivated behavior 
does not have a biological purpose or goal (Gazzaniga, 282).  Humans have natural inclinations 
toward intrinsically motivated behavior and these play an important role in development, 
performance, and well-being (Ryan & Deci, 16).  Intrinsic motivation stands in contrast to 
extrinsic motivation.  Extrinsically motivated people engage in the task in order to achieve a 
reward, or goal state.  This goal state motivates the individual to exert him or herself towards it, 
but once achieved, the motivation disappears.  Extrinsic motivation often describes the 
motivation to meet physiological needs, like hunger, or avoid certain situations, like threat.  
Simplistically, it can be thought of as intrinsic motivation pulling an individual toward the task 
and extrinsic motivation providing the push to reach the goal.
However, the concept of motivation is more much complicated than it was previously 
thought.  Defining intrinsic motivation as engaging in the task itself for its own sake reveals 
some internal reasons that create a controlling set for the task.  These control sets decrease 
intrinsic motivation (Sansone, C. & Smith J. L., 358).  For example, a student may take harder 
courses or projects, not because he or she wants to but because it is expected from him or her.  
This reconceptualization of intrinsic motivation was used to redefine extrinsic motivation as 
motivations by reasons external to the activity (but not necessarily external to the self).  The 
result is a continuum of motivation with varying degrees of autonomy (358).  In other words, at 
the most blatant form of control is the activity as an external constraint or reward.  At the lowest 
form of “extrinsic” motivation the individual’s reasons for engaging in the task are “intrinsic” 
because the task is freely chosen, seen as part of the self, and consistent with the individual’s 
values and beliefs (358).  
Critical to this model is the sense of self-determination.  External influences shape 
internal attitudes and states when they are vague and ambiguous.  Intrinsically motivated 
behaviors are defined as enacted for their own sake.  This places central importance on the 
degree to which an individual perceives a task as freely chosen and a means to an end.  Much of 
the motivational literature demonstrates how imposing extrinsic motivators (rewards) on 
autonomous behaviors negatively affects intrinsic motivation (Ryan & Deci, 47).  However, 
there are situations when this is not the case.  The expectancy-value theory of motivation posits 
that rewards under certain circumstances cause the individual to place increased value on 
performance, leading to deeper task involvement and interest (Hennessey, B. 72).  This is like 
Amabile’s synergistic model in which extrinsic motivators combine additively with intrinsic 
motivation to increase task enjoyment and involvement (71).   For example, an artist who sells 
some paintings may be more motivated to continue painting than an artist who does it solely for 
his own pleasure.  These models seem to indicate that to maintain performance over time, a self-
regulated process derived motivation may be necessary (72).  In other words, prolonged 
engagement in a task or interest requires internal (i.e. interest) and external (i.e. monetary) 
sources of motivation.  
The interplay of intrinsic and extrinsic motivations is critical for self-regulation.  Self-
regulation is the action that results from motivation.  Self-regulation behaviors refer to choices 
one makes.  In motivational research these choices are usually with regards to strategies that 
enhance or diminish the performance, motivation, and the experience of interest.  For example, a 
student deciding that working in a group will make an assignment more interesting is a self-
regulation strategy regulating interest.  The relationship between performance and interest 
regulation depends on whether the relevant strategies facilitate or interfere with other task 
demands (Sansone, C. & Smith, J. L., 2000).  In other words, an individual’s priorities determine 
whether or not performance or experience is enhanced or diminished.  If the strategies are aimed 
at regulating interest, the individual may not notice or place priority on performance tasks (365).  
That same student may decide to work in a group and become more interested in the topic, even 
though he or she would have gotten a better grade working independently.  Also some strategies 
serve the dual purpose of increasing interest and enhancing performance (365).  In the example 
above, the student working in a group may become more interested in the topic and get a better 
grade.  If an activity is not initially interesting then the individual can choose to discontinue the 
activity or perform the activity in a way that makes it more interesting (354, 355).  If the 
individual discontinues the task, he or she can utilize those limited resources in other activities or 
domain’s in his or her life (356).  For example, the student may decide to not do the assignment 
and devote more time to coursework that is more interesting in his or her opinion.  Otherwise, 
persisting in uninteresting tasks lead to stress and to detrimental psychological and physical well-
being (354).  It would seem that individuals take an active role in promoting their own 
motivation through their own choices.  
Choice opens motivation to individual and contextual influences.  Indeed, many theorists 
and researchers propose that motivation can no longer be categorized as transitory or situation 
specific; they argue instead for consideration of environmentally induced states (Hennessey, B., 
73).  For example, Amabile’s theory of creativity explains that while creative skills are stable, 
the intrinsic motivation crucial for creativity is unstable depending on contextual and individual 
factors (58).  A model for motivation depicts motivation as stemming from and changing as a 
result of individual and contextual variables (Sansone, C. & Smith, J. L., 343).  The motivation 
interacts with two types of goals: target goals, which are the goals of the specific activity itself, 
and purpose goals, which are higher levels of representing the activity (343).  In the example 
above, the target goal is the grade on the assignment.  Purpose goals can be achievement goal 
oriented (outperform others or gain mastery) or non-competence related goals (have fun or 
connect with another person) (344).  The purpose goals for the student working in a group would 
be to connect with other classmates.  Whether the goal motivates behavior depends on how much 
the individual values the goals and believes it possible to reach these goals (345).  The target and 
purpose goals adopted are a result of contextual factors, ranging from culture to socioeconomic 
status to the presence of others and to the specifics of the task (344).  An individual influence on 
motivated behavior is interest.  Interest may be generated through motivation to reach a goal or 
performance moving toward the goal (345).  In the model, evaluation of performance, either in 
the individual or from the environment, can enhance or reduces interest (346).  The model 
suggests that intrinsic and extrinsic motivation are not independent but combine together in 
complementary or oppositional ways to “direct and energize our behavior” (347).
Of interest in the model above is its attention to purpose goals and energy.  Purpose goals 
relate to having fun or getting close to somebody else.  This is for the most part neglected in 
other theories of motivation, which stress the importance of biological necessity/goals.  With 
regards to energy, the model acknowledges that motivation, in a general sense, directs and 
energizes behavior.  Social energy occurs in contexts in which individuals have overlapping 
target goals or purpose goals. In other words, two individuals cheering on the Red Sox share an 
interest.  If the individuals form a relationship and are mutually interested in maintaining it then 
the criteria for another purpose goal and social energy is satisfied.  The motivational factors 
between the individuals and the mutual interest direct and energize actions within the 
relationship, the interest, and elsewhere.  Again, social energy is created by motivation linking 
the individual to the task (target goal) and to others (purpose goal).  This motivation invigorates 
the individual; it generates energy.  
Unfortunately, there is a dark side to energy networks (Cross & Parks, 50).  There are 
those who are categorized as de-energizers.  The negativity de-energizers create extends beyond 
the specific interaction.  People feel deflated, unproductive, and disheartened after encounters 
with de-energizers (50).  De-energizers tend to see negatives in situations (58).  They dwell on 
ideas they disagree with rather than acknowledge insightful ones (60).  They do not create a 
sense of progress.  As a result “energy sappers” are often excluded from projects, regardless of 
how well informed and important they may be in certain aspects of its completion (52).  
In terms of motivation, those who interact with de-energizers are often motivated to avoid 
them (for this reason they are excluded from projects).  Avoidance motivation is not based on 
regulating the experience of interest; rather it regulates the experience of anxiety.  At its best, 
avoidance motivation might arouse sensations of relief (“Thank God I didn’t have to talk to him 
today!”).  Those who are motivated to avoid tasks show less positive affect.  As for the de-
energizers themselves, their pessimistic perspective on projects might lead to lower feelings of 
efficacy and competence.  De-energizers working on projects may try to avoid looking 
incompetent, leading to anxiety.  In turn, anxiety leads to rigidity.  Cross and Parks describe de-
energizers as too rigidly or too openly structuring meetings.  This same type of rigidity is seen 
when de-energizers attach ideas to group members.
The concept and fluctuations of energy is common to our everyday experience, yet it is 
“out of fashion,” but psychology has yet to provide a better model (Baumeister, Muraven, Tice 
2000).  Indeed, once Cross and Parks were focused on the idea of energy, the adjectives related 
to energy kept coming up in everyday parlance. In Cross’ and Park’s observations some projects 
were characterized as high or low energy and some people were described as being able to create 
energy and support for their initiatives (51).  Similarly, in every day speech one refers to energy 
states in describing mood and arousal (Thayer, 59).  In social psychology much work has been 
done on de-energizing.  There is no energy-generating prototype.  This is why social energy is 
special in social psychology.  The theories that have predominated the literature are tension 
reduction models, optimal state models, and a limited resource model.  These models propose 
systems in which the individual is motivated to reach a “normal,” or pre-de-energizing state.  
Although there is some work demonstrating that other variables like positive affect can 
recuperate the energy loss in a limited resource paradigm, energy can only be recuperated to its 
original levels and not more. 
Tension reduction models posit that tensions caused by disequilibria or deficits motivate 
behavior to reduce those deficits.  For example, the feelings and reality of hunger motivate the 
individual to find food and reduce the appetite.  Freud’s theory of the personality is the most well 
known of these models.  In Freud’s theory, the organism’s “mental apparatus” seeks the source 
of pleasure, while expressing (releasing) displeasure.  Freud’s writings use many neurological 
and physical metaphors to describe the “mental apparatus.”  Dr. Leon Cohen (2002) writes that 
Freud’s first assumption is a quantitative concept, termed “Q.”  It is subject to the laws of motion 
and differentiates between rest and action.  Freud did not specify the nature of “Q”, rather he 
described it as a something.  “Q” was later termed psychic energy.  The second assumption is 
neuronal.  This “Q,” or psychic energy, had to be moved through the mental apparatus through 
verifiable, tangible conduits.  These neurons form a network, which have a basic and concrete 
structure with “functional consequences” (12).  The two assumptions are combined in that these 
neurons are full of a certain “Q” or otherwise are empty.  The “functional consequences” are that 
the neurons seek to relieve the excitation caused by either pleasure or pain.  It is through these 
neuronal networks that different impulses for pleasure and displeasure are manifested and 
inhibited (13).  The purpose of the self, or ego is to seek the object of pleasure, while controlling 
the self’s manifestations of displeasure (15).
To reify this model consider an individual who is hungry.  His physiology will indicate 
this displeasure viscerally.  This displeasure is a complex chain of biological events that results 
in neuronal excitation of displeasure.  The individual as an ego is motivated to relieve this 
tension by seeking the object of pleasure, while controlling manifestations of displeasure.  In the 
example, rather than get into a bad mood or steal someone’s lunch, the individual goes to the 
grocery store, buys food, comes home, and prepares a meal.   
Freud’s tension reduction model implies extrinsic modes of motivation.  The theory also 
links motivation to physiological needs, implying extrinsic motivation to the extent that intrinsic 
motivation is divorced from biological purposes or goals.  Extrinsic motivation defined as 
external goals to which an activity is directed; those external goals are those actions, which will 
result in the state of equilibrium.  Actions are directed toward achieving the object of pleasure 
(food) and reducing displeasure (hunger).  Once the tension is relieved, the motivation 
disappears.  The individual, now sated, does not continue to look for food.  In social energy the 
individual will continue to act on the interest or task and the relationship.  Also the goals in 
social energy are altogether different, not related to physiological needs.
The optimal arousal theories postulate that depending on the type and novelty of the task 
there is an optimal level of arousal resulting in efficient performance.  The relationship between 
arousal and quality of performance is reflected in the Yerkes-Dodson Law.  The Yerkes-Dodson 
Law posits that for tasks that are physical or well practiced, high arousal leads to enhanced 
performance.  For example, running a marathon, obviously, requires a high level of arousal.  For 
tasks that require novel (unpracticed) movements, creativity, and careful judgment, low arousal 
is best (Gray, 220-221).  For example, if an individual is playing chess, he or she will play better 
if he or she is relaxed.  Optimal arousal models depict individuals as motivated to reach a state of 
arousal appropriate to the task.  
Brehm and Self’s (1989) use the Yerkes-Dodson Law in theory of motivational arousal.  
Motivational arousal is the mobilization of energy in order to produce an instrumental behavior.  
Instrumental behaviors are those behaviors that meet physiological needs, like hunger, and avoid 
a threatening situation.  Motivational arousal should not be greater than is necessary to produce 
needed instrumental behavior (110-111).  
Perhaps the most comprehensive optimal arousal theory is Robert Thayer’s Calm-Energy.  
In Thayer’s theory energy predisposes action and its decline leads to rest or inactivity (Thayer, 
1989, 7).  Energy is mediated through two mood systems, which interact with biological 
mechanisms of bodily arousal.  The first system is energetic arousal, which consists of subjective 
feelings of energy and vigor or fatigue.  The second mood system is tense arousal experienced as 
feelings of calmness or anxiety (62).  In Thayer’s theory, moods and arousal are the 
physiological responses, while mood is the subjective experience of the mood.  Thayer postulates 
that there is a predictable relationship between mood and energy- moods emerge as bodily 
signals of the need for rest or action (energetic-arousal) and of the presence of threat or security 
(tense arousal system) (8; 3-4). 
 Moods are physiological and psychological manifestations in response to a variety of 
stimuli (31).  There are four moods in Thayer’s theory.  Tense-energy is a quality of the Type A, 
achievement oriented personality.  This type of mood usually occurs early in the day when 
energy, or resources, is high.  In this way the stress experienced is managed utilizing those 
resources.  Tense-tiredness occurs when the stress remains high, but the energy to cope is low.  
Thayer hypothesizes that this leads to some types of depression.  Calm- energy is when energy is 
high and stress is low.  This is related to greater productivity.  Calm-tiredness is a relaxed state in 
which resources and stress are low.  According to Thayer, this is exhaustion (51).  Graphs of 
subjective ratings of energy, obtained in Thayer’s research, demonstrate a relationship in which 
tension up to a point is motivating, but afterwards it becomes fatiguing (111).  
Thayer’s model is constructed with physiology in mind.  It should be noted that there has 
not been any physiological experimentation to bolster his research in particular.  He uses 
research on neurology to support his theory.  His own research has used questionnaire data 
(namely, the AD-ACL Scale) to assess subjective mood states (178-180).  Thayer speculates that 
the energetic arousal system is mediated through the reticular activation system (RAS).  The 
RAS mediates arousal in human beings.  Energetic arousal may have a dopaminergic element.  
Neurotransmitters like norepinephrine, dopamine, and serotonin act upon neurons in a ways 
related to arousal and sleep.  Noradrenic agonists, like amphetamines, also produce arousal.  
They also mediate anxiety and could possibly serve therefore as a mediator to the tense arousal 
system.  The limbic system mediates the tense arousal system through the expression of emotion 
and emotion itself.  Molecularly, catecholamine and indolamine systems are hypothesized in 
playing an important role in affective disorders.  Thayer believes these “probably involve some 
sort of” imbalance of energetic and tense arousal (125).  
On a conscious level, the individual feels the arousal.  There is a shift in the RAS and 
forward projection areas of the brain.  The forward projection areas mediate sensory information 
for planning and executing actions.  The shift in the RAS means that there is a shift from the 
parasympathetic system, which is active during rest, to the sympathetic system, active during 
arousal.  There is an increase in metabolism and cardiac activity (48).  There is a jerky, gross 
motor activity associated with arousal that is not similar to the smooth, fine motor skills of the 
parasympathetic system (128).  These changes are all correlated to anaerobic energy metabolism.  
During anaerobic metabolism the body breaks down energy in tissues as quickly as possible, 
resulting in the expenditure of resources and a build up of lactic acid.  This type of metabolism 
and activity cannot be sustained for long.  Prolonged or inappropriate sympathetic arousal can 
lead to psychological and physiological detriment.  In fact, a symptom of anxiety is the presence 
of blood lactate.  Aerobic metabolism, on the contrary, is efficient and utilizes a wide base of 
energy sources (fats, carbohydrates, and proteins). This type of metabolism can be sustained 
(126-127).
Thayer’s is a motivational theory because mood indicating energy and tension status 
prompt self-regulation behavior to reach an optimal state.  People sense their levels of arousal 
and employ techniques to enhance mood.  For example, some techniques to enhance mood 
include exercise, alcohol consumption, humor, distraction, seeking others, problem-directed 
behavior, and the list goes on.  There are great many individual differences in personal 
orientations toward these different techniques.  Yet, all these techniques share a common 
purpose: they all reduce tension or enhance energy.  Drugs like cocaine serve to enhance energy, 
thus reducing tension; while other substance like alcohol, reduce tension, thus enhancing energy.  
Nicotine is an interesting exception, in that nicotine actually slightly enhances tension.  This does 
not conflict with the model because as has been mentioned above, tension up to a point is 
motivating.  Nicotine may enhance tension enough to create a sense of urgency and if the energy 
is available, the work gets done (157).  Thayer’s research demonstrates the longer lasting, 
energizing effects of exercise, over the short-term energy gains of snacking (Thayer, 1987; 
1994).  
Like the tension reduction models, Thayer’s theory seeks to maintain a homeostatic state.  
Unlike the tension reduction model, the need to enhance mood is one that needs to be maintained 
and does not disappear once this state is achieved.  Unlike social energy, the goals in Thayer’s 
theory are biological and energy is not generated.  Energy in the Calm-Energy theory is just used 
more or less effectively to cope with situations.  Energy is also not generated, in terms of new 
energy in the individual system, rather energy that is available is enhances as a result of reduced 
tension.  Social energy is “is an idea of energy generation, not tension reduction […]” (Canavan, 
1993, 5).  As mentioned above, the Yerkes-Dodson Law depicts the optimal arousal according to 
task difficulty.  Finally, Freud and Thayer’s models are intrapersonal and hedonic in that 1) the 
focus of both theories are on the individual and his or hers thought, behaviors, moods, needs, etc. 
and 2) the actions the individual performs are self-directed, i.e. regulating his or her mood or 
meeting his or her needs, instead of directed toward the outside world.  In social energy, the 
environment is seen as meaningful and the individual is in a relationship with others.  In social 
energy then the actions are intrinsically motivated and externally directed in the relationship.   
The last theory is the limited resource paradigm proposed by Roy Baumeister and 
colleagues.  This will be especially important because it will be the model we will use in our 
study (described below). “In homage to Freud, who was one of the first theorists to propose an 
energy for the self- or ego, in his terminology- we have adopted the term ego depletion to refer to 
this state of diminished volitional resources” (Baumeister, Muraven, Tice 2000).  This state of 
depletion has also been termed regulatory depletion, or self-control.  Self-control is defined as 
any “attempt to control or alter one’s own responses.”  The definition encompasses a wide range 
of actions, for example, it includes passive actions (not breaking a fast) and active actions 
(dieting in order to gain weight).  A self-regulation action is any volitional action requiring 
exertion; for instance eating when not hungry (active action) or not eating when hungry (passive 
action).  In contrast, automatic actions require very little exertion; they are rigid and efficient, 
e.g. stopping when tired (131; Baumeister, Bratslavsky, Muraven, Tice, 1998; Muraven, 
Baumeister, 2000).  
Self-control actions deplete a limited resource within the individual.  This resource is 
responsible for the self’s executive functions; in other words, impulse control, thought 
suppression, active initiative, affect and interest regulation, performance enhancement, and 
decision-making all deplete this same resource (Twenge, Baumeister, 2002, Baumeister et. al, 
2000; Baumeister et. al. 1998; Muraven et. al. 2000; Baumeister, Exline, 2000; Muraven, Tice, 
Baumeister, 1998; Muraven, Baumeister, Tice, 1999).  This resource has been likened to energy 
or strength.  
It has some link to physical tiredness but is not the same as it.  The resource seems to have a quantitative 
continuum, like strength.  We [Baumeister et al.] find it impossible that ego depletion would have no physiological 
aspect or correlates at all, but we are reluctant to speculate what physiological changes would be involved 
(Baumeister et. al. 1998).
Unlike Freud and Thayer, Baumeister et. al. refuse to speculate as to the exact nature of this 
resource, but that it is speculated to be physical.  An interesting effect of ego depletion is the 
conscious sensation of fatigue among participants.
The limited resource model entails that acts of self-control depletes a “self-control 
resource” impairing future self-control actions.  For example, Muraven et. al. (1998) asked 
participants to squeeze a handgrip for as long as they could.  This time served as a baseline.  
Participants were then depleted.  Participants in the depletion conditions were asked to suppress 
their emotional reactions or exaggerate their emotional reactions to an upsetting video.  The 
control group was given no instructions with regards to their emotional reactions.  Again, 
participants were asked to squeeze the handgrip for as long as they can.  Comparison between 
the baseline and the dependent variable reveal that those who exaggerated or suppressed their 
emotion squeezed the handgrip for far less time than the control group.  The results were not a 
result of practice effects on the control condition.  The act of suppressing or exaggerating 
emotions depleted this resource.  This depletion impaired the participant’s ability to perform as 
well on the second handgrip task as they did on the first.
One of the issues raised against the limited resource paradigm is the incredulity that such 
an important resource is so limited that in a few laboratory tasks the resource should be depleted. 
Baumeister, Muraven, and Tice (2000) conclude from their research that people tend to rely on 
automatic, habitual action because choice requires exertion.  Second, people decide to conserve 
energy in case of any unpredictable occurrences; this means that if made important enough the 
participants can perform effectively after depletion.  Muraven conducted an experiment to 
demonstrate that participants choose to conserve energy.  In the first experiment, depleted 
participants were randomly assigned to two conditions: the first group was offered 25 cents for 
every ounce of an aversive drink they ingested, the second group was offered only one cent for 
every ounce.  The results show participants in the 25 cents condition drank substantially more 
than the one-cent condition.  If the stakes are high, the effects of ego depletion are eliminated.  
Impairments occur when the stakes are low (Baumeister et. al., 2000).  While total impairment is 
theoretically possible, it would require more than a few laboratory tasks to accomplish this.  
Third, the limited strength paradigm has also been compared to a muscle. Short-term use of the 
self-regulation resource expends the muscle, but long-term exercise should increase the strength 
of the muscle.  This seems to hold true for the self-regulation resource.  Muraven, Baumeister, 
and Tice (1999) performed a two-week longitudinal study assessing whether self-control 
resource would strengthen with repeated self-control exercises.  Strength was operationalized in 
two ways, power (maximum exertion) and stamina (resistance to fatigue).  Participants were 
asked to squeeze a handgrip for as long as they can (baseline), depleted with a thought-
suppression task, and asked to squeeze the handgrip task a second time.  The participants were 
given self-regulation exercises to do for two weeks.  These tasks were not related to the 
dependent variables of the handgrip.  In the study, participants were asked to practice self-control 
tasks like improving posture, regulating emotion, and monitoring their diet.  Two weeks later the 
participants were asked to repeat the handgrip tasks and depletion task.  Power was defined as 
improvement on the task from the first session (week 1) to the second session (week 3).  In other 
words, if self-control boosted the power of the self-regulation resource, then the baseline 
handgrip task on week 3 should be longer than the baseline handgrip time on week 1.  Stamina 
was defined as the rate of decline between the baselines and the follow up handgrip task between 
the first session and second session.  In other words, if self-control strengthens the stamina of the 
self-regulation resource, then the drop that occurs between the depletion task and the follow up 
handgrip task should be reduced between session 1 and session 2.  The results seem to show that 
self-control exercises improve stamina; in other words, there is no increase in the total amount of 
self-regulation resource, rather, the resource becomes more resistant to fatigue and ego depletion.  
In the long run the resource becomes more resilient to depletion.  It would seem that there are 
ways in which the self-regulation resource is preserved.
Another finding addressing the issue of the scarce self-control resource is possible source 
of energy replenishment.  Much of the research conducted by on ego depletion has focused on 
the loss of this resource, although recent research (some still unpublished) have investigated in 
possible means to recuperate some of that lost resource.  A lecture by Linda Levine at the 
University of California, Irvine recounts an experiment in which participants were depleted and 
then exposed to a humorous, neutral, and negative mood (sad) movie clips.  After the movie, the
participants were tested with another self-control task.  There was no difference in the 
performance for participants in the neutral and negative mood condition, but the positive mood 
condition showed no effects of depletion.  The speaker concluded that positive mood effects self-
control in that it replenishes some the lost resource to original, pre-depletion levels 
(http://www.gallup.hu/pps/2003/Levine.pdf).  Work done by Dikla Schmueli seems to bolster 
Levine’s findings.  The effects of depletion were neutralized when participants watched a funny 
video clip (Schmueli, Presentation).  Another important source of recuperation is sleep, and rest 
in general.  Meditation may allay the effects of depletion (Twenge, Baumeister, 2002).  Time and 
“energy sources,” like food, are other replenishing factors.  Finally, motivation is another named 
source of replenishment (http://www.gallup.hu/pps/2003/Levine.pdf).  According to the UCal 
Irvine lecture, increasing intrinsic motivation, or any means to increase motivation will lead to 
increased self-control.  It seems that this energy can be recuperated, or replenished as well, but as 
the longitudinal study indicates there is no increase in the self-regulation capacity.
The limited resource paradigm allows for recuperation of energy through variables like 
food and sleep.  It also indicates that individuals will inhibit self-control actions in order to 
conserve the limited resource.  Finally, with repeated self-control, the individual becomes more 
resilient after depletion.  However, none of these findings imply energy generation.  In the 
limited resource paradigm energy can be restored to pre-depletion levels.  Social energy raises 
this level.  For example, using the Muraven longitudinal study on the effects of repeated self-
control actions on the limited resource, social energy will increase power. In other words, 
performance will improve on the second handgrip task in comparison to the baseline.  Social 
energy is stronger because it does not require two weeks of repeated exercise; rather, this 
improvement will occur in one session.
In social energy, intrinsic motivation bonds that connect the participants to each other and 
to the interest generate energy (Canavan, 1991, 4).  This combination of intrinsic motivators (the 
relationship and interest by the individual P and the other O) is what generates energy.  In social 
energy, energy is defined as the potential for action.  In other words, in social energy an 
individual and others are more likely to contribute to, work harder for, and go out of the way for 
the common interest and each other and the interest.  The energy generated during social energy 
interactions can be either reinvested in the social energy interaction or used in activities or 
interactions outside of the social energy interaction.  Inside the social energy interaction, energy 
can be invested in behaviors toward the common interest and/or behaviors toward the 
relationships (5).  For example, if you go to a ballet with a friend who also likes the ballet, you 
are more likely to stay up on what performances will be coming to town and inform your friend.  
Outside of the social energy interaction, social energy can be invested in other activities.  For 
example, after playing soccer and feeling refreshed you have the energy to do homework.  
In this way, social energy is like motivation theories in that it promotes action.  However, 
it differs in that the behaviors are not necessarily goal directed and do not disappear once 
achieved (Canavan, 1991).  The energy/motivation lingers and continues to facilitate engagement 
in the interest and relationship and is intrinsically motivated.  Like the other motivational 
theories, the energy is speculated to be essentially biological. We believe that the advent of 
neurobiology sets the stage for social energy.  For example, Freud worked within the prevailing 
scientific knowledge of his times, in which energy was related to metabolism and tension 
reduction.  Neurobiology can more readily explain the creation of energy in that certain 
interactions within the body (i.e. release of neurotransmitters), generate or release energy (1991).  
Regardless, the connection to an intrinsically motivated interest and relationship creates a 
favorable experience of social energy. 
The experience of being in social energy is positive.  Self-report and observation studies 
have demonstrated that social energy is characterized by feelings of greater self- worth (Traci, 
2003; Collins, 2001), less evaluation of self and others (Traci, 2003; Collins, 2001; Carreiro, 
1997), increased focus (Traci, 2003; Carreiro, 1997), and positive relationships with others 
(Traci, 2003; Collins, 2001; Carreiro, 1997).  These positive relationships are characterized as 
voluntary, creative, egalitarian, and caring.  The individual is aware that the benefits are a result 
of the context as well as personal skills or abilities (Collins, 2001).  The individual feels more 
confident in his or hers abilities and effort.  Social energy enhances performance on tasks 
precisely because this confidence compels the individual to increase his or her effort and exertion 
on tasks.  In turn, exertion and effort are enhanced because there is more energy to spend on 
tasks.  For this same reason, social energy promotes persistence and on tasks.  Social energy 
maintains or increases intrinsic motivation in the topic or interest and reduces anxiety.  
Individuals in social energy are also involved in participation and psychologically 
separate; stated differently, individuals are very involved in doing and relating and want 
discussions to be characterized by independent opinions and not conformity (Traci, 2003). In this 
way the other person in the social energy interaction is autonomous and voluntarily engaged in 
the interest.  The excitement in social energy derives precisely from the sharing of an interest 
with someone who acquired that interest independently.  Finally, participants may or may not 
experience a flow state (Collins, 2001; Keck, 2003).  A flow state, according to 
Csikszentmihalyi, is optimal experience that occurs when a participant’s abilities are matched by 
the difficulty of the task.    Flow is an inherent joy in being immersed in an activity.  In flow, 
attention is focused, affect is positive, and task demands are equal with individual ability.  Social 
energy seems to provide a context for flow to occur (Keck, 2003).  It should be noted, the flow 
comes and goes with no effect on the social energy interaction.  Clearly, social energy is a 
positive experience that occurs between people.
Social energy can begin in anyway so long as all three elements are present and intrinsic 
motivation links them together.  A vague association between people can become stronger when 
they find an interest they are both enthusiastic about.  For example, a stranger can start a great 
friendship because you are both passionate about the Red Sox.  It can also begin by an individual 
simply attending to the interest and picking up another person along the way.  For example, 
going to the theatre alone and then striking up a conversation with someone about ballet.  Social 
energy ends when either the individual or the other loses their enthusiasm for the interest (if that 
is the only interest holding the relationship together).  It can also end if one of the individuals 
loses interest in the relationship or if there is suspicion or awareness that one of the individuals is 
not truly enthusiastic in the common interest.  Greiner, O’Connor, and Savarese (1998; 
Macarena, 2005) demonstrate that breaking any connection in the social energy interaction 
decrease the individual’s interest in the common interest.  Interest in the common denominator is 
at its lowest if there is a conflict between the two individuals.
In its simplest form the social energy triad exists between two people sharing a single 
interest.  However, this does not exclude the possibility of engaging multiple people in a social 
energy interaction, provided that all of those participating share the common interest.  It is also 
quite possible to have multiple common interests in a social energy relationship.  Imagine you 
are beginning a relationship and because your interest in the symphony he or she becomes 
enthusiastic and then as time goes on her energy about art is contagious and you begin to develop 
an interest in art as well.  Those relationships built up on multiple common interests are greatly 
energizing and, the theorist speculates, durable.
Matthew Keck conducted a very important study on social energy.  Matthew Keck 
obtained behavioral measures of social energy.  Previously, performance results were based on 
self-reports and questionnaires.  His was the first to conduct a laboratory study in which social 
energy was manipulated and behavioral consequences were recorded.  He hypothesized that in 
social energy condition participants will generate energy and greater energy will be expended.  
Social energy will lead to greater productivity and performance in individual and group behavior.  
Social energy participants will work harder, be more productive, perform better on tasks, put 
forth more effort, and choose a higher level of difficulty on a task than non-social energy groups.  
Social energy participants were also expected to experience more cohesiveness, cooperation, 
collective self-efficacy, and social energy and experience less competitiveness and individualism 
than non-social energy groups. Social energy participants were also hypothesized to experience 
more flow and less performance anxiety.
All participants were recruited on the basis of their interest in the musical group Dave 
Matthew’s Band.  Participants were randomly assigned first to three person groups and then to 
one of two conditions.  In the social energy condition, participants perform tasks as a 
management group for the Dave Matthew’s Band.  While in the no social energy condition, 
participants performed the same tasks as a management team for another band, Pantera.  
The first task measured persistence and productivity using a resourcefulness task.  
Participants were asked to come up with as many uses for a roll of duct tape as they can.  The 
uses can be unconventional or conventional.  The second task was a Stroop Test, framed as a
means to train lighting technicians.  The participants would read the text of the word first and 
then going back and reading the color of the word.  Each participant completed this and passed it 
on to the next participant the cumulative time was recorded.  The Stroop Test and the handgrip 
test were measures of group coordination and efficiency.  The handgrip test consisted of a 
handgrip, which the participants would squeeze until it clicked.  Each participant would do this 
twenty times and then pass it on to the next participant.  Again, the cumulative time was 
recorded.  This task was scripted as breaking in the finger strengthener of a temperamental guitar 
player.  The fourth task is a creative-performance task.  The participants are given a sheet of 
actions (advertising, performing, practicing, etc.) and are asked to come up with a three-week 
schedule for their band.  Certain actions (tricks) involve underhanded tactics to gain notoriety 
(e.g. faking a fight).  These serve only to undermine the band by subtracting points.  Points are 
accumulated based on the quality of their decisions and effectiveness of their three-week plan.  A 
computer program entitled Music Manager computed the scores.  The experimenter would input 
the three-week plan into the computer program and determine the score.  The computer program 
computed two scores: band reputation and band morale.  Those two scores were added together 
to find the overall score for each group.
After the fourth task, participants were asked to choose the level of difficulty of the last 
task.  The groups were told that successfully completing the tasks with higher levels of difficulty 
would get them more points; failing would result in no points.  
The results for the experiment found that in the resourcefulness task (duct tape uses) 
social energy participants were more productive than non-social energy participants, generating 
substantially greater number of uses and persisted longer.  In other words, there was no means to 
compare productivity for either group at different time intervals.  Social energy participants 
scored higher on the three-week schedule than non-social energy participants, who were more 
likely to sabotage the band by using tricks than efficient, productive strategies.  On the Stroop 
and handgrip tasks, there was no difference between the social energy and no social energy 
participants in finishing time (the cumulative time).  Although performing these tasks together 
probably increased their social energy.  
The questionnaire data revealed that social energy participants experienced themselves as 
having expended more energy and having greater positive feelings toward the band.  
Surprisingly, there were no differences between the control and experimental conditions on 
variables like social energy, intrinsic motivation, and cohesiveness.  The no social energy 
conditions even perceived themselves as more efficient than the social energy condition! 
How can there be such a disparity between the behavioral and questionnaire results?  
How can the social energy participants out perform behaviorally the no social energy participants 
and yet in the questionnaire the no social energy participants respond to the question as if they 
were in social energy?  The answer lies in the measure of positive feelings toward the band (X).  
The control condition disliked Pantera more than the experimental condition liked Dave 
Matthew’s Band.  The results can be reinterpreted as follows: social energy developed among the 
no social energy participants over mutual disliking of Pantera.  As a result, the social energy 
condition worked hard to promote the band, while the no social energy worked hard as a result of 
their group cohesiveness, but did not work hard to promote the band.  For this reason, tasks 
relating directly to the band (the three-week plan and the resourcefulness task), the social energy 
participants persisted longer and were more productive than the control.  Moreover, on the three-
week schedule, the Pantera group resorted to more tricks than the social energy group.  For tasks 
in which there was no connection to the band (the Stroop test and handgrip task), the groups 
performed equally well because of group affiliation and desire to cooperate with the 
experimenter. The questionnaire results were reinterpreted to suggest that the social energy 
participants drew energy from their mutual liking of Dave Matthew’s Band and perceived their 
competency as deriving from the mutual interest for each other and their involvement with the 
band.  The no social energy participants were able to complete the tasks competently indicating 
that it may have been a belief in the sheer effectiveness of their group that allowed them to 
perform the tasks adequately.  This explains why the control group rated themselves as much 
more efficient and cooperative (marginally higher, not statistically significant).  Keck did not 
anticipate such a strong social energy about disliking Pantera.
The study below endeavors to rectify this oversight.  The Dave Matthew’s Band has been 
replaced with The Beatles because the band is popular among college undergraduates who will 
be participating in this study.  The social energy condition will ask participants to imagine being 
managers for The Beatles.  Participants in the no social energy condition will imagine being 
managers for a fictional cover band called The Blue Clouds.  A cover band is a band that does 
not write or perform its own music, but instead performs their version of other bands’ music.  In 
other words, the social energy group will hear The Beatle’s song “Yesterday,” while the no 
social energy group will here another band’s version of “Yesterday.”  This will solve Keck’s 
problem because 1) it is a fictional band and so the participants will not have any prejudices 
either for or against them and 2) the participants will be listening to another version of a Beatle’s 
song and so there will be some ambivalence between the version they are hearing and the 
original song.  Stated differently, we wish to create ambivalence in the no social energy 
condition such that there is neither a mutual like nor dislike for the band.  
As far as measures are concerned, we have retained Keck’s computer program task and 
the resourcefulness task.  Unlike the Keck study, the resourcefulness task has been modified in 
order to allow for comparison of productivity at a certain time.  The participants, regardless of 
condition, will be asked to draw a line underneath their last response after three minutes.  In this 
way, the experimenter can compare productivity between the social energy and no social energy 
conditions.  In addition, the questionnaires used in the study below measure many of the same 
conceptual variables as the Keck study (i.e. social energy, intrinsic motivation, etc.).  We have 
included additional questionnaires in order to provide a more detailed description of variations in 
energy.
The study is also replicates Muraven’s et. al. (1998; Also, Martijn, Tenbült, Merckelbach, 
Dreezens, & de Dries, 2002) procedures in which depletion was measured as time squeezing a 
handgrip (in comparison to a baseline handgrip trial).  However, a proofreading task was used as 
the depletion manipulation.  Baumeister, Bratslavsky, Muraven, and Tice (1998) used a similar 
task, except the study below substituted a page of text with song lyrics.  
Primarily, the study predicts that social energy will override the effects of depletion.    
We expect no depletion groups to perform better, persist longer, and exert more effort than 
depletion groups.  As in the Keck study, we predict that social energy groups to perform better, 
persist longer, and exert more effort than the no social groups.  We predict that under depletion 
groups in social energy will perform better, persist longer, and exert more effort than the no 
social energy groups. 
Method
Participants.  A total of 66 undergraduate students (25 males and 37 females) participated in our 
study in return for research participation credit (a requirement for introductory level psychology 
courses).  Participants signed up for the experiment according to their availability.  These 
participants were recruited on the basis of a self-selected common interest.  Specifically, the 
recruitment flyer asked, “Do you like The Beatles???”  Each experimental session was conducted 
with three participants in a group.  There were 4 groups of two participants randomly assigned to 
conditions.  These groups came about largely as a result of a scheduled participant not attending 
the session.  Each group was randomly assigned to one of the four conditions, yielding an N of 
22 groups, 6 groups in each of the Social Energy conditions and 5 groups in each of the No 
Social Energy conditions.  One group was dropped because a participant’s inability to perform 
one task may have changed the group dynamic.  Groups were categorized as female, mixed (both 
male and female), and male.  Specifically there were 5 female groups, 11 mixed groups, and 2 
male groups.  The two participant groups were all mixed.
Procedure.  The participants were greeted and asked to come into the experimental room and 
take a seat.  The participants completed the consent forms and were asked to squeeze a handgrip 
for as long as they could.  The handgrip is a device consisting of two handlebars held together 
with a coil, which offers resistance once the handlebars are squeezed together.  This first task is 
the baseline handgrip.  Participants are asked to squeeze until their grip slackens and the piece of 
paper falls out from between the handlebars of the handgrip.  All the participants were started 
together and a stopwatch was used to record their times.  
In the Social Energy Condition, the participants were asked to imagine being managers 
for The Beatles.  The experimenter asked participants to imagine that they have been contracted 
as managers in 1962 to manage an up and coming band called The Beatles.  In the No Social 
Energy Condition, participants were asked to imagine being managers for a fictional cover band 
called The Blue Clouds.  The Social Energy condition listened to an excerpt of The Beatle’s song 
“Yesterday.”  While the No Social Energy condition listened to a remake of the song 
“Yesterday” presented by The Blue Clouds.
All participants were asked to proofread three songs.  Every participant had the same 
three songs.  These lyrics have been retyped so as to have spelling errors.  To ensure that all 
participants are equally depleted, the participants are asked to correct at the very least the first 
song.  If some participants finish the first song quickly, they are instructed to continue correcting 
lyrics until the task is terminated after five minutes.  To ensure that the depletion condition is not 
correcting errors because they have memorized the song, the first song is an obscure song by 
another band.  The only difference is that participants in the No Depletion condition were given 
an easy proofreading task with simple instructions.2  Participants in the Depletion condition were 
given more complicated and frustrating instructions.3 The depletion task was made more difficult 
by lightening (poor resolution and contrast) the copy the participants corrected, while the no 
depletion condition received a clearly legible version.  Participants were given five minutes for 
this task.  The first questionnaire was administered afterwards.
Once the first questionnaire was turned in, the participants repeated the handgrip task 
performed in the very onset of the study.  This is the first dependent variable.  The handgrip task 
was disguised as an equipment check.  The band’s drummer needs to set up the equipment 
because the demo recording is in a few hours.  The drummer needs the managers/participants to 
hold the hi-hat spring down, while he sets up the foot pedals and the cymbals.  The instructions 
for the second handgrip task were the same as the first, except the participants were told that 
2
 Instructions for the simple proofreading task were to cross out the extra letter ds in the lyrics.
3
 Instructions for the complicated proofreading were to cross the letter e after the letter s, cross out the letter h before 
the letter r, double check the consonants between vowels. 
once the piece of paper fell out.  After all the participants had dropped their pieces of paper, the 
second questionnaire was administered.
After the second questionnaire was collected, the participants completed a group, creative 
performance task.  The task was based on a computer simulation entitled Music Manager.4
Participants were allowed fifteen minutes for this task.  
The last dependent variable was framed as a test for resourcefulness.  The task was to 
generate and write down as many possible uses for a roll a duct tape at their band’s concert.  The 
participants were instructed to consider both conventional and unconventional uses and told that 
the quantity was most important.  To compare productivity between groups, the experimenter 
signaled to the participants to underline the last written at three minutes.  There was no time limit 
and participants decided when they were finished.
After participants indicated they were finished, the last questionnaire was administered.  




In keeping with the Baumeister and Muraven studies, the first hypothesis was that 
participants in the Depletion Condition would perform less well on the handgrip task than would 
participants in the No Depletion Condition.  For social energy, we hypothesized that participants 
in the Social Energy Condition would perform better from the baseline handgrip task (time 1) to 
the second handgrip task (time 2) compared to the participants in the No Social Energy 
Condition.  The manipulation check for depletion on Questionnaire 1 was successful, (Ms = 3.20 
4
 This computer task was included to replicate the procedures in the Keck study, in which participants completed 
this exact task.  Due to a clerical error the task given to the participants did not meet the requirements of the 
computer program.  Moreover, the criteria of evaluation exist in the program and are not discernable to the 
experimenters.
vs. 1.83), F (1, 59) = 19.13, p< .000.  Similarly, the manipulation check for social energy on 
Questionnaire 1 was also successful, (Ms = 6.33 vs. 3.81), F (1, 59) = 79.83, p< .000. To assess 
performances over time, the difference score of time 1 and time 2 (time 1 – time 2) was 
calculated.  The analysis revealed no significant differences for either social energy or depletion, 
and there was no interaction.  Neither handgrip time 1 nor handgrip time 2 reached statistical 
significance.  Not surprisingly, men were able to hold the handgrip for a significantly longer time 
than women, (Ms = 74.31 vs. 36.96), F (1, 22) = 5.30, p< .037.  Men and women were 
proportionally represented in all conditions.
Duct Tape Task
Participants in the Social Energy Condition were expected to generate more uses and to 
persist longer than participants in the No Social Energy Condition.  Analysis of the results 
revealed no significant differences by social energy for either the productivity (number of items) 
or the persistence variables.  Differences as a result of depletion were neither predicted nor found 
on productivity or persistence.  
VARIABLES MEASURED BY QUESTIONNAIRE
The first questionnaire administered after both the social energy manipulation and the 
depletion manipulation.   As mentioned above, the manipulation checks for social energy and 
depletion were successful.  In addition, participants’ responses to a scale measuring state energy 
showed that groups in the Social Energy Condition on average rated themselves as more 
energized, motivated, and satisfied, as well as, less depleted and tired, (Ms = 5.17 vs. 4.55), 
F (1, 22) = 12.557, p< .002.  The responses for groups in the Social Energy Condition indicated 
that they were having more fun during the proofreading task (characteristic of intrinsic 
motivation), (Ms = 4.81 vs. 3.87), F (1, 22) = 11.239, p< .004.
Questionnaire 2 was administered after the second handgrip task.  As reported above, 
there were no performances differences due to social energy or depletion on the handgrip task.  
A question on a later questionnaire indicated that none of the participants enjoyed the handgrip 
task.  Despite this joyless experience, the groups in the Social Energy Condition maintained that 
they experienced social energy.  That is, they responded affirmatively to the question, “ I feel 
that working with the people in my management group energized me,” (Ms = 4.76 vs. 3.73),
 F (1, 22) = 7.174, p< .015.  And of course, the participants in social energy maintained their 
positive feelings towards The Beatles.
After completing the computer and duct tape tasks, participants responded to 
questionnaire 3.  In questionnaire 3 we asked participants to respond to a number of questions, 
which were organized into scales of state energy, bond energy, social energy, intrinsic 
motivation, positive feelings toward the band, cooperation/cohesion, flow/focus, and effort.
The State Energy Scale was composed of questions that measured experiences of 
personal arousal (i.e. “Tired,” “Energize,” etc.).5 There were no significant differences between 
groups in the Social Energy Condition and groups in the No Social Energy Condition.  
The Bond Energy Scale was composed of questions that charted energy bonds between 
pairs in the triad, like the relationship (P-O) (i.e. “I feel that my management group energized 
me”) or the interest (P-X) (i.e. “My connection with the song ‘Yesterday’ energized me.”).6  The 
5
 On the Questionnaire 3, the state energy scale consisted of questions number 45, 46, 47, 48, and 50.  Questions 
number 46 and 47 were reversed for analysis.
6
 The bond energy scale was composed of questions number 68, 79, and 104.
results show that Social Energy groups rated themselves higher on the Bond Energy Scale than 
did the No Social Energy groups, (Ms = 4.56 vs. 3.86), F (1, 21) = 4.414, p< .051.  
The Social Energy Scale was composed of questions that included (implicitly or 
explicitly) the whole P-O-X triad (e.g. “I felt the group had a sense of purpose,” and “I think the 
other managers liked The Beatle’s music.”).7  The results indicate that those groups in the Social 
Energy Condition felt greater social energy than those in the No Social Energy Condition, 
(Ms = 4.44 vs. 3.89), F (1, 21) = 7.299, p< .015.  
The Intrinsic Motivation Scale was composed of questions indicating intrinsic interest in 
the task (e.g. “It was important for my group to perform well on the tasks.”).8  The results 
suggest that groups in the Social Energy Condition have more intrinsic motivation than groups in 
the No Social Energy Condition, (Ms = 4.54 vs. 3.67), F (1, 21) = 10.369, p< .005.  
The Positive Feelings Toward the Band Scale indicated the participants’ preference for 
The Beatles/ The Blue Clouds (e.g. “I like The Beatles/Blue Clouds very much.”).9  The analysis 
reveals that Social Energy groups had more positive feelings toward their band than No Social 
Energy groups, (Ms = 6.05 vs. 3.75), F (1, 21) = 69.631, p< .000.  
The Cooperation and Cohesion Scale was composed of questions that measured group 
togetherness (i.e. “There was a sense of respect among members of the group.”).10  The analysis 
reveals no significant differences between those in the Social Energy Condition and those in the 
No Social Energy Condition.
7
 The social energy scale was compiled from questions number 80, 81, 82, 83, and 96.
8
 The intrinsic motivation scale is comprised of questions number 52, 53, 73, 78, 89, 91, and 107.
9
 The positive feelings toward the band scale is composed of questions number 74, 75, 76, 77, and 84.  
10
 The cooperation and cohesion scale consisted of questions number 65, 70, 86, and 108.
The Flow/Focus Scale was composed of items that measured involvement and attention 
(i.e. “It was no effort to keep my mind on what I was doing.”).11  The participants’ responses 
reveal that those in the Social Energy Condition felt more flow and focus than participants in the 
No Social Energy Condition, (Ms = 15.62 vs. 12.85), F (1, 21) = 8.323, p< .010. 
The Effort Scale is composed of questions that measured the amount of work participants 
invested in the task (i.e. “I pushed myself more than I expected on the tasks.”).12  We think of the 
effort as approaching the status of actual behavioral variables.  Thus, we can predict with 
confidence the groups in Social Energy will expend more effort/work harder; we predict with 
less confidence that these greater efforts necessarily produce superior behavioral performances.  
Results indicated that Social Energy groups perceive themselves as having exerted more effort 
than No Social Energy groups, (Ms = 5.28 vs. 4.61), F (1, 21) = 4.510, p< .049.
Discussion
BEHAVIORAL MEASURES
Overall, the Depletion Condition did not result in poorer performance on the subsequent 
self-control task.   The Social Energy groups did not perform better on the handgrip task or duct 
tape task.  Thus the central hypothesis that social energy would mitigate the negative effects of 
depletion could not actually be tested.  Since earlier studies, Canavan et al., had supported the 
Social Energy hypothesis and other studies, Baumeister et. al., had supported the Depletion 
hypotheses, we were puzzled with our non-findings.  Several factors may explain the failure to 
find the predicted behavioral results.  
Participants were aware of being timed during the handgrip tasks and perhaps were 
motivated to increase their handgrip time when the task was presented for the second time.  If 
11
 Specifically, the flow/focus scale was compiled from questions number 57, 58, and 105.
12
 The effort scale was composed of questions number 44, 87, and 109.
participants tried to perform better because that was expected of them it would have lessened the 
depletion effects (Murtagh & Todd, 2004).  
The effect of gender on handgrip times suggests another explanation.  It is possible that 
women had so much difficulty squeezing the handgrip the first time that they did not get much 
satisfaction or confidence, impairing their motivation to squeeze it for long the second time.  In 
the Murtagh and Todd (2004) study the investigators also did not find the Depletion effect by 
using the handgrip task.  They suggest that women might have seen the handgrip task as 
masculine-typed, and therefore not exerted as much effort.  Males might have seen the handgrip 
task as related to their gender and failure would be more of a threat to their identity (15).  All of 
this seems to suggest that the handgrip task is differentially difficult and differentially motivating 
for women and men.  It is harder for women to improve on the handgrip task than it is for men.  
There is another factor working against the Social Energy hypothesis.  Namely, in order 
to standardize the procedures for the Social Energy and No Social Energy groups, the 
experimenter had to make a group out of the individuals in the No Social Energy Condition who 
in reality might not form a group.  Outside the laboratory, individuals who feel social energy are 
more likely to form a group and invest more effort toward the interest or relationship.  Those 
without social energy would be less likely to form a group at all in which case they would exert 
no effort.  
A third explanation suggests that aspects of the procedure interfered with obtaining 
predicted results of the depletion and social energy hypotheses.  The procedures used to 
manipulate depletion may have worked against the procedures used to manipulate social energy 
and vice versa.  The kinds of self-regulation tasks necessary to test for depletion effect are 
different from the kinds tasks that facilitate social energy.  In the typical Depletion experiments, 
Muraven et. al. (1998), participants individually performed the self-control tasks.  The team 
environment necessary to test for Social Energy potentially created an evaluative context that is 
less conducive to the performance of the self-control task than is the usual individual 
performance provided by Baumeister et al. 
 In contrast, Social Energy studies, Keck (2002), used group, round robin style tasks, 
which required teamwork.  Although the social energy is initiated by the Social Energy 
manipulation, the energy gains momentum in these group performances.  This momentum, in 
turn, contributed to enhanced performance.  
Despite the reduced momentum, the means for the duct tape task for both productivity 
and persistence were in the predicted direction.  It should be noted that the number of groups per 
conditions was quite small and it is quite possible that with a larger N, these results would have 
become reliable.  
SOCIAL ENERGY VARIABLES
The questionnaire data corroborate the results from previous studies of Social Energy.  
Groups in Social Energy rated themselves higher on positive feelings toward the band, intrinsic 
motivation, social energy, flow, and effort.  It is particularly important that participants in Social 
Energy described themselves as having worked harder and exerted more effort.
The questionnaires also focused on measures of energy.  The objective of these energy 
scales (State Energy Scale, Bond Energy Scale, and Social Energy Scale) was to describe 
different kinds of energy and distinguish it from motivation.  The conceptualizations that 
underlay this study were probably the most complex and sophisticated model of energy in social 
psychology.  
CONTRIBUTIONS
This study rectified a serious problem in the Keck study.  In the Keck study, participants 
in the No Social Energy Condition developed social energy over their mutual dislike of the band, 
Pantera.  A challenge facing the present study was to create a manipulation of social energy such 
that their band would energize the groups in Social Energy and the groups in No Social Energy 
would feel fairly indifferent toward the band.  This task was made particularly difficult since for 
reasons of standardization the participants in No Social Energy have to be made into a group.  In 
fact, the study above accomplished this.  The use of a fictional cover band playing a version of 
the original song created the sought after response from No Social Energy participants.  
In sum, aspects of the experimental procedure did not operate well enough to generate the 
conditions necessary to test the Social Energy and Depletion hypotheses.  Other Social Energy 
studies revealed the predicted results of social energy.  Similarly, the Depletion effects have been 
observed in many studies of self-control.  We do not doubt these prior studies, nor do we think 
that our failure to find results disconfirms them.  We tried to combine both social energy and 
depletion in an experimental procedure in order to test the interesting effects of social energy on 
depletion.  We expected that social energy would generate energy mitigating the negative 
consequences of depletion. It will be necessary to create a procedure that can manipulate both 
Social Energy and Depletion in way that does not create interference between them for us to be 
able test these sophisticated notions about energy.
Table
Questionnaire 3 Data 
Condition Mean F score Significance (p)
STATE ENERGY
Social Energy 4.39 3.020 .415
Control 4.12
BOND ENERGY
Social Energy 4.56 4.414 .051
Control 3.86
SOCIAL ENERGY
Social Energy 4.44 7.299 .015
Control 3.89
POSITIVE FEELINGS TOWARD THE BAND
Social Energy 6.05 69.631 .000
Control 3.75
FLOW/FOCUS
Social Energy 15.62 8.323 .010
Control 12.85
INTRINSIC MOTIVATION
Social Energy 4.54 10.369 .005
Control 3.67
COOPERATION/COHESION
Social Energy 21.97 3.020 .100
Control 20.10
EFFORT
Social Energy 5.28 4.51 .049
Control 4.61
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Appendices
APPENDIX A - Questionnaires
NOTE:  There are two versions of each questionnaire.  The only difference is that one refers 
specifically to The Beatles in the Social Energy condition, while the other makes mention to The 
Blue Clouds in the No Social Energy Condition.  Also, the variable for each question is indicated 
with a two-letter code.  Those codes are: MC = manipulation check, BE = Bond Energy, SE = 
Social Energy, PE = Performance Evaluation, CHCO = Cohesion/Cooperation, 
CM = Competitiveness, EF = Effectiveness, IM = Intrinsic Motivation, PF = Positive Feelings 
toward Band, FL = Flow, PR = Performance, ET = Effort, ST = State Energy.
Questionnaire 1
Please answer the following questions by indicating on the scantron sheet the degree to 
which you agree with each statement.
1 = Strongly Disagree
2 = Somewhat Disagree
3 = Slightly Disagree
4 = No Opinion
5 = Slightly Agree
6 = Somewhat Agree
7 = Strongly Agree.
|----------|----------|----------|----------|----------|----------|
          1             2            3            4            5             6            7
Strongly                 Strongly
   Disagree         Agree
1. My performance on the proofreading task was average for a college student. (PR)
2. I put a lot of effort into doing the proofreading task. (ET)
3. It was difficult to do the task in the way that the proofreading directions required. (MC)
4. After I started the directions for the proofreading task, I felt I had to push myself to do it. 
(MC)
5. I approached the proofreading task with interest. (IM)
6. I had fun doing the proofreading task. (IM)
7. I think the other group members were motivated to do a good job on the proofreading task. 
(SE)
8. Some new energy came to me while I was doing the proofreading task. (EN)
9. My feelings toward The Beatles are very positive. (MC)
Right now after doing the proofreading task, I feel…
10. … Energized. (ST)
11. …. Tired. (ST)
12. …. Depleted. (ST)
13. …. Motivated. (ST)
14         … Satisfied. (ST)
Questionnaire 2
Please answer the following questions by indicating on the scantron sheet the degree to 
which you agree with each statement.
1 = Strongly Disagree
2 = Somewhat Disagree
3 = Slightly Disagree
4 = No Opinion
5 = Slightly Agree
6 = Somewhat Agree
7 = Strongly Agree.
|----------|----------|----------|----------|----------|----------|
          1             2            3            4            5             6            7
Strongly                 Strongly
   Disagree         Agree
15. Compared to a college student of my gender, my performance on the first handgrip task 
(before the proofreading) was above average. (PR)
16. My performance on the second handgrip (after the proofreading) task was better than my 
performance on the first handgrip task. (PR)
17. The first handgrip task was hard to do. (PR)
18. I had fun doing the first handgrip task. (IM)
19. I had fun doing the second handgrip task. (IM)
20. Compared to the first handgrip task, the second handgrip task was harder to do. (PR)
21. I put a lot of effort into doing the first handgrip task. (ET)
22. Compared to the first handgrip task, I put more effort into doing the second handgrip task. 
(ET)
After doing the FIRST handgrip task before I knew I was working for The Beatles, I remember feeling…
23. …. Energized. (ST)
24. …. Tired. (ST)
25. …. Depleted. (ST)
26. …. Motivated. (ST)
27.       …  Exhausted. (ST)
28.       … Satisfied. (ST)
29. I think the other group members were more highly motivated to do a good job on the second 
handgrip task than the first. (IM)
30. While doing the second handgrip task I felt energized because of my interest in The Beatles. 
(SE)
31. My feelings about the song “Yesterday” energized me. (BE)
32. I feel that working with the people in my management group energized me. (BE)
33. I am looking forward to doing the next task with my management group. (SE)
34. Some new energy came to me during the second handgrip task. (BE)
35. My feelings towards The Beatles are very positive. (PF)
Use the following scale to answer the questions 36 – 41.
|---------------|---------------|---------------|---------------|---------------|---------------|
  1            2                   3                   4                   5                   6                  7
Much     Somewhat      Slightly       Same/         Slightly        Somewhat       Much
Less          Less            Less        No change       More             More            More
Compared to the first handgrip task, now after doing the second handgrip task I feel…
36. … Energized. (ST)
37. … Tired. (ST)
38. … Depleted. (ST)
39. … Motivated. (ST)
40. … Exhausted. (ST)
41.        … Satisfied. (ST)
For the following questions, please write your answers on this sheet.
What is your best estimate as to how long you think you held the handgrip the first time? 
_______ minutes _______ seconds
What is your best estimate as to how long you think you held the handgrip the second time? 
_______ minutes _____ seconds
Questionnaire 3
Please answer the following questions by indicating on the scantron sheet the degree to which 
you agree with each statement. 1 = Strongly Disagree, 2 = Somewhat Disagree, 3 = Slightly 
Disagree, 4 = No Opinion, 5 = Slightly Agree, 6 = Somewhat Agree, 7 = Strongly Agree.
|----------|----------|----------|----------|----------|----------|
          1             2            3            4            5             6            7
Strongly                      No Opinion                 Strongly
   Disagree         Agree
42. My performance on the duct tape task was average for a college student. (PR)
43. The duct tape task was hard to do. (PR)
44. I put a lot of effort into doing the duct tape task. (ET)
After finishing the duct tape task, I feel…
45. …. Energized. (ST)
46. …. Tired. (ST)
47. …. Depleted. (ST)
48. …. Motivated. (ST)
49. …. Exhausted. (ST)
50.        … Satisfied. (ST)
51. I think the other group members were highly motivated to do a good job on the duct tape 
task. (IM)
52. My connection with The Beatles energized me. (IM)
53. My connection with the song “Yesterday” energized me. (IM)
54. I feel that my management group energized me. (BE)
55. I look forward to doing the next task with my management group. (SE)
56. Some new energy came to me during the duct tape task. (BE)
Now think of your overall experience in this study and using the same scale as above 
answer the following questions using the same scale as above.
|----------|----------|----------|----------|----------|----------|
          1             2            3            4            5             6            7
Strongly                      No Opinion                 Strongly
   Disagree         Agree
57. My attention was focused entirely on what I was doing. (FL)
58. It was no effort to keep my mind on what I was doing. (FL)
59. My abilities matched the challenges of the task. (FL)
60. I was concerned about being evaluated by other members of the group. (PE)
61. I felt pleased when I contributed to the group. (CHCO)
62. I felt pleased when others contributed to the group. (CHCO)
63. I felt appreciated when I contributed to the group. (CHCO)
64. I felt excluded in the group. (CM)
65. There was a sense of respect among members of the group. (CHCO)
66. There was a strong sense of “we” among the group members. (CHCO)
67. I really connected with other members of the group. (SE)
68. I feel that my energy increased as the study went on. (BE)
69. There was a sense of equality among the members of the group. (CHCO)
70. I felt committed to the group. (CHCO)
71. We were an effective group. (EF)
72. I felt that I wanted to be better than the other members of the group. (CM)
73. My positive attitude toward The Beatles gave me energy. (IM)
74. I think I like the band members of The Beatles very much. (PF)
75. I like The Beatles very much. (PF)
76. I like the way The Beatles sound. (PF)
77. I like the way The Beatles make music. (PF)
78.  If I owned The Beatle’s CD, I would never listen to it. (IM)
79. My connection with The Beatles motivated me to do the tasks. (BE)
80. If I thought that others in the group did not actually like The Beatles, I would feel 
disappointed. (SE)
81. I think the other managers did not like The Beatle’s music. (SE)
82. I think the other managers did not like the band members of The Beatles. (SE)
83. The other group members were interested in The Beatles. (SE)
84. I think The Beatles have a good chance of being successful. (PF)
85. The other group members were highly motivated to do a good job as managers. (IM)
86. I believe that the other group members were doing their best as managers. (CHCO)
87. I pushed myself more than I expected on the tasks. (ET)
88. I could have pushed myself more than I actually I did on the tasks. (ET)
89. It was important for my group to perform well on the tasks. (IM)
90. If there were some way for me to shirk off my responsibilities to the group, I would have 
taken it. (IM)
91. I found the handgrip tasks to be engaging. (IM)
92. I found the duct tape task to be engaging. (IM)
93. I had fun doing the duct tape task. (IM)
94. Even though I spent a lot of energy, I seemed to get new energy. (BE)
95. I felt reluctant to express an idea that might make me look foolish, even if it would benefit 
the group. (SE)
96. I felt that the group had a sense of purpose. (SE)
97. Our group members will remember each other after the experiment. (SE)
98. If anyone in our group hears the Beatle’s song that was played in the next month, we will 
remember each other. (SE)
99. Even when I was tired, I was pleased to be with my group. (SE)
100. I felt energized by my group. (SE)
101. Different people in the group contributed in different ways. (SE)
102. Right now, I feel I have energy to do other things. (BE)
103. Even though the second handgrip task fatigued me, I got new energy when I did the duct 
tape task with my group. (SE)
104. I feel that I have more energy now than when I began this study. (BE)
105. On the whole I was energized and focused during this study. (FL)
106. On the whole I exerted a great deal of energy during this study. (BE)
Various factors may have enhanced or hindered your performance on the tasks in the study.  In 
the following questions rate the extent to which each of the following factors made a positive or 
negative contribution to your performance.
107. My interest in the band made a _________ contribution to my performance. (IM)
1---------------2---------------3---------------4---------------5---------------6---------------7
      Extreme     Moderate    Slight            Neutral           Slight         Moderate       Extreme
     Negative       Positive        
Contribution            Contribution
108. My relationship with my group made a ___________ contribution to my performance. 
(CHCO)
1---------------2---------------3---------------4---------------5---------------6---------------7
      Extreme     Moderate    Slight             Neutral           Slight         Moderate       Extreme
  Negative       Positive
      Contribution                                    Contribution
109. My amount of effort (or lack of) made a _________ contribution to my performance. (ET)
1---------------2---------------3---------------4---------------5---------------6---------------7
      Extreme     Moderate    Slight             Neutral           Slight         Moderate       Extreme
      Negative       Positive
      Contribution               Contribution
110. My ability in the tasks made a _______________ contribution to my performance.
1---------------2---------------3---------------4---------------5---------------6---------------7
      Extreme     Moderate    Slight             Neutral           Slight         Moderate       Extreme
      Negative       Positive
      Contribution                                    Contribution
111. Do you know any of the other two people participating in the study today?
 Yes
 No




APPENDIX B – Simple Proofreading task
Directions: 
o Cross out the extra d’s in the lyrics
Overhedad the albatdross 
Hangsd motionless upodn the air 
And deep beneatdh the rolling dwaves 
In labyrintdhs of coral caves 
An echdo of a distant dtime 
Comes willodwing across thed sand 
And deverything is dgreen and subdmarine. 
Andd no one caldled us to the land 
And no one knows the whdere's or why's. 
Sometdhing stirs and sdomething dtries 
Stadrts to climb towadrd the light. 
Strandgers passing in the street 
By chance twod sepadrate glances meet 
Adnd I am you and whdat I see is me. 
Adnd do I take you by the hadnd 
And lead ydou throdugh the land 
And hdelp me undderstand 
Thde best I can. 
And no odne called usd to the land
And no one crosdses there alive. 
No one spedaks and no one tries 
No odne flies around the sun.... 
Almodst everydday you fall 
Upon my wdaking eyes, 
Indviting and incidting me 
To risde. 
And throudgh the winddow in the wdall 
Come streadming in on sunlight wdings 
A million bright ambassdadors of morning. 
And no one sidngs me ludllabyes 
Andd no one makes me close my eyes 
So I throw tdhe winddows wide 
And call to you acrodss the sky....
Directions: 
o Cross out the extra d’s in the lyrics
Yodu never gidve me your mdoney
You ondly give me your fudnny paper
and in the middle of negotiadtions
you bredak dowdn
I nevder give you my numbder
I ondly give you mdy situation
and in the middle of investidgation
I bredak down
Oudt of codllege, monedy spent
See no fudture, pay no rednt
All thde money's gone, nowdhere to go
Adny jodbber got the sack
Monday mordning, turning back
Yellow lodrry slow, nowhere to gdo
But oh, that magdic feeling, nowhere to go
Odh, that magic feedling
Nowhedre to go
One swedet dredam
Pick up the bagds and gedt in the ldimodusine
Sodon we'll be awady from here
Stdep on the gasd and wipe that tdear away
One sweet dream came trude today
Came trude today
Came true todady (yes it did)
One twdo three four five six sevden,
All good children go tdo Heavden
Directions: 
o Cross out the extra d’s in the lyrics
In Pednny Ladne therde is a badrber showidng photdographs
Of evdery headd he's had the pleasudre to kdnow.
Andd all the peodple that codme and go
Stodp and sady heldlo.
On the corner is a bandker with a motorcar,
Thde littdle childdren laugh at him bdehind his back.
And the bandker never weadrs a mack
Idn the pourding rain, verdy stradnge.
Pendny Lane is in my ears and in my eydes.
There beneath the blue suburdban skies
I sidt, and meadnwhile back
In penndy Lane there is a firdeman with an hourglass
And idn his pocket is a portdrait of the Queen.
He likes to keedp his fire engine cldean,
Idt's a cledan machine.
Pendny Lane is in my ears and in mdy eyes.
A four of fidsh and finger pies
dIn summer, meanwhile back
Behindd the shelter in the middle of a rounddabout
The pretty nurdse is selling poppies from a trady
And tho' she fdeels as if sdhe's in a play
She is anywday.
In Penny Lane the bardber shaves anodther customer,
We sede the banker sitting waiting for a trdim.
And thedn the fireman rusdhes in
From the pouridng rain, very stradnge.
Pednny lane is in my edars and in mdy eyes.
There beneath the blude suburban skies
I sit, and medanwhile back.
Pendny lane is in my ears and in my edyes.
There beneath the blue subudrban skides,
Pednny Ladne.
APPENDIX C – Complicated Proofreading Task
Directions: 
• May have to cross out e’s after s’s
• May have to cross out h’s before r’s
• May have to cross out the consonants between vowels
• Make sure the lyrics make sense
Ovehrhead the albathrosese
Hangse motionlesse upon the aihr 
And deep beneath the hrolling wavese 
In labyhrinthse of cohral cavese 
An echo of a distant time 
Comes willowing acrosese the seand 
And evehrything ise ghreen and seubmarine. 
And no one called us to the land 
And no one knowse the wheree's or why's. 
Seomething setihrse and seomething triese 
Setartse to climb toward the light. 
Sthrangeres paseseing in the setreet 
By chance two sepahrate glancese meet 
And I am you and what I seee ise me. 
And do I take you by the hand 
And lead you thhrough the land 
And help me undehrsetand 
The best I can. 
And no one called us to the land 
And no one croseseese thehre alive. 
No one sepeakse and no one triese 
No one fliese around the seun.... 
Almoset everyday you fall 
Upon my waking eyese, 
Inviting and inciting me 
To hrisee. 
And through the window in the wall 
Come setreaming in on sunlight wingse 
A million bhright ambaseseadors of mohrning. 
And no one seingse me lullabyese 
And no one makes me closee my eyese
Seo I thhrow the windows wide 
And call to you achrosese the seky....
Directions: 
• May have to cross out e’s after s’s
• May have to cross out h’s before r’s
• May have to cross out the consonants between vowels
• Make sure the lyrics make sense
Youe nevetr give me youtr money
Youe only give me youtr funny papetr
and in the middle of negotiaetioens
youe btreaek down
I nevetr give you my numbetr
I only give you my situaetioen
and in the middle of investigatioen
I btreaek down
Ouet of college, money spent
Seee no future, pay no trent
All the money's gone, nowhetre to go
Any jobbetr got the sack
Monday motrning, tutrning back
Yellow lotrtry slow, nowhetre to go
But oh, that magic feeeling, nowhetre to go
Oh, that magic feeeling
Nowhetre to go
One sweeet dtreaem
Pick up the bags and get in the limouesine
Sooen we'll be away ftrom hetre
Step on the gas and wipe that teaetr away
One sweeet dtreaem came ttruee today
Came ttruee today
Came ttruee today (yes it did)
One two thtreee fouetr five six seven,
All gooed childtren go to Heaeven
Directions: 
• May have to cross out e’s after s’s
• May have to cross out h’s before r’s
• May have to cross out the consonants between vowels
• Make sure the lyrics make sense
In Penny Lane there ise a bahrber sehowing photoghraphse
Of every head he'se had the pleasuhre to know.
And all the people that come and go
Setop and say hello.
On the corner is a banker with a motohrcahr,
The little childhren laugh at him behind hise back.
And the banker never weahrse a mack
In the pouring hrain, very sethrange.
Penny Lane ise in my earse and in my eyese.
There beneath the blue subuhrban skies
I seit, and meanwhile back
In penny Lane thehre is a fihreman with an houhrglasese
And in his pocket ise a pohrthrait of the Queen.
He likese to keep hise fihre engine clean,
It'se a clean machine.
Penny Lane ise in my ears and in my eyes.
A four of fiseh and fingehr piese
In summehr, meanwhile back
Behind the sheltehr in the middle of a reoundabout
The phretty nurese is selling poppies from a thray
And tho' she feelse ase if she'se in a play
Sehe is anyway.
In Penny Lane the bahrber sehavese anothehr customer,
We seee the banker seitting waiting for a trim.
And then the fihreman hrusehes in
From the pouhring hrain, vehry sthrange.
Penny lane ise in my eahrs and in my eyes.
Thehre beneath the blue suburban skiese
I seit, and meanwhile back.
Penny lane ise in my ears and in my eyes.
There beneath the blue seubuhrban skies,
Penny Lane.
APPENDIX D - Debriefing Form
Debriefing Form
You have just participated in a study about social energy. Social energy is an exciting 
phenomenon.  It happens when two or more people form a relationship over a shared interest. 
For example, imagine the energy in Gillette Stadium (between the New England Patriots and 
their fans, among the Patriots, and among the fans).  Another example of social energy happened 
on September 11th when New Yorkers pulled together to help.  Social energy occurs when you 
like another person/s, they like you, and you both like something in common.  The effects of 
social energy include increased motivation and interest in a task, increased effort, and positive 
feelings about the relationships.  We have all experienced social energy in the classroom, on a 
sports team, on a spring day, in a band, in theater companies, etc. 
Previous research has shown that people in social energy compared to people in no social 
energy tried harder, persisted longer and performed better on tasks like some of the ones you did 
today.  There were two bands in this study.  The first is The Beatle’s.  The second is a fictional 
band who is performing a different version of a Beatle’s song.  Since most people like The 
Beatle’s those randomly assigned to the Beatle’s were likely to have a common interest and 
social energy.  For those randomly assigned in no social energy, managing the Blue Clouds, it 
was less likely they had a common interest and thus less social energy.
We are also studying self-depletion.  Research in another field suggests that self-
regulation actions (for example, squeezing the handgrip) deplete a resource, which the theorists 
call self-regulation strength or resource.  We represented depletion in two tasks: a simple 
proofreading task (cross out the letter d in the song lyrics) and a more complicated proofreading 
task (cross out the letter e after s, h after r, and some of the consonants between vowels).  The 
depletion hypothesis is that when people exert self-control they become depleted of energy and 
usually cannot do as well on a subsequent task.  
We wondered if being in a social energy group would reduce the amount of depletion 
people would experience. We predicted that people in social energy will be less depleted by a 
task and probably recover faster from depletion.  Even depleted participants in social energy will 
perform quite well in comparison to the participants in no social energy.  In other words, having 
all participants equally depleted, social energy participants will perform better because energy is 
generated as a result of partaking in their interest and being with others who are mutually 
interested.  
If you would like to receive a copy of this study, please write your email address 
anywhere on these slips of paper and drop it in this box.  If you are curious to learn more you can 
contact me (see below for contact information) and I will email you a copy of depletion and 
social energy studies.  If you would like to speak with someone about your participation in this 
study, please feel free to talk to me now or contact me at (845) 596-1939 or email me at 
betancur@bc.edu, or you may contact my faculty advisor, Dr. Donnah Canavan, PhD at (617) 
552-4116 or canavang@bc.edu. Let me know now if you are interested in the results of this 
study.  Since it is important that everyone come into the study without knowing anything about 
it, we ask you to not share your experience in this study with anyone until after April 28. 
Thank you for your time and participation. 
APPENDIX E – Script
[For the Social Energy Condition]
(Three subjects will be outside the experimental room on the appointed date.  The 
experimenter will open the door and ask them if they are here for the study…)
Hi, are you here for the Music and Performance Study?  Great, come on in and take a 
seat.  How’s it going?  My name is Alejandro Betancur.  What are your names?  Nice to meet 
you.
(Subjects enter and take a seat.)
First things first, could you please read and sign this consent form.  Let me know if you 
have any questions or concerns.  Let me know when you’ve finished.
(The consent forms will be handed out and collected.)
Ok thank you.  Also I will be passing out the scantron you will be using for the study.  I 
already filled the Name section with your participant number.  This way your responses are 
anonymous.  Please fill in the appropriate bubble in the section entitled Sex.  In a moment I will 
ask you to squeeze this handgrip for as long as you can, but first let me explain what we are 
going to do.  (Pass out the handgrips and pieces of paper).  Do this with me. Please hold the 
handgrip in your strong hand.  So if your right handed your right hand is your strong hand.  With 
your other hand hold the piece of paper.  On the count of three, squeeze the handgrip until you 
can let go of the piece of paper and it is firmly secure in between the handlebars.  You cannot 
readjust your grip after the count of three.  Continue squeezing the handgrip until your grip 
slackens and the piece the paper falls out.  Please squeeze the handgrip over the table so that I 
can hear the pieces of paper when they drop.  Are there any questions about what you will be 
doing?  Ok, on the count of three 1… 2… 3 squeeze.
(Start the stop watch and observe when the participants have dropped the pieces of paper.  
When the participant lets the piece of paper drop, use the Split/Reset button to stop the stop and 
record the time.  Press the Spit/Reset button again to continue timing the other participants and 
repeat the procedure for every participant once they drop the piece of paper.)
Thank you.  I am going to ask you to imagine being managers for a band.  You know who The 
Beatles are?  Close your eyes and imagine that the year is 1962 and you have been contracted as 
managers in Liverpool, England for an up and coming band, called The Beatles.  These guys just 
started up two years before and they are putting together a demo recording to get better gigs, or 
concerts.  The band is hoping to get bigger shows than the local pubs.  You can open your eyes.  
Have you ever thought of managing a band?  It is a lot of fun, but there’s a lot that goes into it.  
Managers have to be alert to threats and opportunities and have to handle them quickly.  They 
have to be attentive to the band and they have to be focused on what they’re doing.  From time to 
time I will ask you to answer some questions about your experience as managers.  Managers 
have to deal with interruptions all the time and this will give you a chance to practice on how to 
make these transitions.  In a moment we will have you do some tasks that good managers do 
well.  You all should get to know each other since you will be working together.  Why don’t you 
introduce yourselves by saying your name and something about yourself, like what year you’re 
in.  To get you further into it, let’s listen to a little bit of a song by the band.  Imagine that you 
are hearing this song for the first time.  (One minute and thirty seconds of the song “Yesterday” 
is played.)  Ok, we’ll stop there.  As managers it would be interesting to know how each of you 
relates to the song.  Let’s take a moment to talk about and react to the song.  Feel free to jump in 
at any time.  So how did you react to the song?  (If the answer is brief have them elaborate with 
prompt, “Anything else?” Have everyone in the group say something).  Alright… The year is 
1962 and The Beatles are up and coming looking to perform in larger venues.  As their managers 
you all will be helping the band as they move from demo recording to the day of the concert.  
There will be some challenges along the way.  The band’s success depends on all of you.  Keep 
this imaginary scene in mind.  We are going to run through the management tasks.
[For the No Social Energy Condition]
(Subjects enter and take a seat.)
First things first, could you please read and sign this consent form.  Let me know if you 
have any questions or concerns.  Let me know when you’ve finished.
(The consent forms will be handed out and collected.)
Ok thank you.  Also I will be passing out the scantron you will be using for the study.  I 
already filled the Name section with your participant number.  This way your responses are 
anonymous.  Please fill in the appropriate bubble in the section entitled Sex.  In a moment I will 
ask you to squeeze this handgrip for as long as you can, but first let me explain what we are 
going to do.  (Pass out the handgrips and pieces of paper).  Do this with me. Please hold the 
handgrip in your strong hand.  So if your right handed your right hand is your strong hand.  With 
your other hand hold the piece of paper.  On the count of three, squeeze the handgrip until you 
can let go of the piece of paper and it is firmly secure in between the handlebars.  You cannot 
readjust your grip after the count of three.  Continue squeezing the handgrip until your grip 
slackens and the piece the paper falls out.  Please squeeze the handgrip over the table so that I 
can hear the pieces of paper when they drop.  Are there any questions about what you will be 
doing?  Ok, on the count of three 1… 2… 3 squeeze.
(Start the stop watch and observe when the participants have dropped the pieces of paper.  
When the participant lets the piece of paper drop, use the Split/Reset button to stop the stop and 
record the time.  Press the Spit/Reset button again to continue timing the other participants and 
repeat the procedure for every participant once they drop the piece of paper.)
Thank you.  I am going to ask you to imagine being managers for a band.  You know what cover 
band is?  A cover band does not write their own songs; instead they perform other band’s music.  
Close your eyes and imagine that the year is 1962 and you have been contracted as managers in 
Liverpool, England for an up and coming cover band, called The Blue Clouds.  These guys just 
started up two years before and they are putting together a demo recording to get better gigs, or 
concerts.  The band is hoping to get bigger shows than the local pubs.  You can open your eyes.  
Have you ever thought of managing a band?  It is a lot of fun, but there’s a lot that goes into it.  
Managers have to be alert to threats and opportunities and have to handle them quickly.  They 
have to be attentive to the band and they have to be focused on what they’re doing.  From time to 
time I will ask you to answer some questions about your experience as managers.  Managers 
have to deal with interruptions all the time and this will give you a chance to practice on how to 
make these transitions.  In a moment we will have you do some tasks that good managers do 
well.  You all should get to know each other since you will be working together.  Why don’t you 
introduce yourselves by saying your name and something about yourself, like what year you’re 
in.  To get you further into it, let’s listen to this band’s version of a Beatle’s song.  Imagine that 
you are hearing this performance for the first time.  (One minute and thirty seconds of the song 
“Yesterday” by Reggie Paul is played.)  Ok, we’ll stop there.  As managers it would be 
interesting to know how each of you relates to the song.  Let’s take a moment to talk about and 
react to the song.  Feel free to jump in at any time.  So how did you react to the song?  (If the 
answer is brief have them elaborate with prompt, “Anything else?” Have everyone in the group 
say something).  Alright… The year is 1962 and The Blue Clouds are up and coming and 
looking to perform in larger venues.  As their managers you all will be helping the band as they 
move from demo recording to the day of the concert.  There will be some challenges along the 
way.  The band’s success depends on all of you.  Keep this imaginary scene in mind.  We are 
going to run through the management tasks.
[For the Social Energy, No Depletion condition]
(Pass out a sheet of typed lyrics to the subjects)
The lead singer for The Beatle’s, John Lennon, sent some song lyrics to be typed up for 
the demo recording, but what came back is a problem.  The typewriter that was used must have 
been old or broken because the letter d sticks to some of the other keys.  That’s why the lyrics 
have all these extra, random d’s in them.  There are three songs there and Lennon especially 
needs the first one immediately because it’s new and the band needs to rehearse, but the rest they 
know pretty well and can get later.  Correct the errors in these lyrics so that they can be retyped 
and the band can begin rehearsing.  I jotted down all the corrections that need to be made on the 
top of each song to serve as a reminder.  You will have five minutes for this task.  Please begin.
(Allow five minutes for subjects to work on the task.)
[For the Social Energy, Depletion Condition]
(Pass out typed out sheet of lyrics and rules to the subjects)
The lead singer for The Beatle’s, John Lennon, sent some song lyrics to be typed up for 
the demo recording, but what came back is a problem.  The typewriter that was used must have 
been old or broken because a lot of keys sometimes stick together.  Sometimes the letter e 
appears after the letter s and the often the letter h keeps coming up before the letter r.  Finally, 
the consonants that come between vowels may have to be crossed out. Unfortunately, the print is 
light.  There are three songs there and Lennon especially needs the first one immediately because 
it’s new and the band needs to rehearse, but the rest they know pretty well and can get later.  
Correct the errors in these lyrics so that they can be retyped and the band can begin rehearsing.  I 
jotted down all the corrections that need to be made on the top of each song to serve as a 
reminder.  You will have five minutes for this task.  Please begin.
(Allow five minutes for subjects to work on the task.)
[For the No Social Energy, No Depletion Condition]
(Pass out a typed out sheet of lyrics to the subjects.)
The lead singer for The Blue Clouds, Dave Roberts, sent some song lyrics to be typed up 
for the demo recording, but what came back is a problem.  The typewriter that was used must 
have been old or broken because the letter d sticks to some of the other keys.  That’s why the 
lyrics have all these extra, random d’s in them.  There are three songs there and Roberts 
especially needs the first one immediately because it’s new and the band needs to rehearse, but 
the rest they know pretty well and can get later.  Correct the errors in these lyrics so that they can 
be retyped and the band can begin rehearsing.  I jotted down all the corrections that need to be 
made on the top of each song to serve as a reminder.  You will have five minutes for this task.  
Please begin.
(Allow five minutes for subjects to work on the task.)
[For the No Social Energy, Depletion Condition]
(Pass out a typed out sheet of lyrics and rules to the subjects)
The lead singer for The Blue Clouds, Dave Roberts, sent some song lyrics to be typed up 
for the demo recording, but what came back is a problem.  The typewriter that was used must 
have been old or broken because a lot of keys sometimes stick together.  Sometimes the letter e 
appears after the letter s and the often the letter h keeps coming up before the letter r.  Finally, 
the consonants that come between vowels may have to be crossed out. Unfortunately, the print is 
light.  There are three songs there and Roberts especially needs the first one immediately because 
it’s new and the band needs to rehearse, but the rest they know pretty well and can get later.  
Correct the errors in these lyrics so that they can be retyped and the band can begin rehearsing.  I 
jotted down all the corrections that need to be made to the top of each song to serve as a 
reminder.  You will have five minutes for this task.  Please begin.
(Allow five minutes for subjects to work on the task.)
[For All Conditions]
Would you please answer these questions about your experience.  
(Pass out questionnaire and collect them once everyone is finished)
Close your eyes and go back to 1962.  The recording is in a few hours and there is a lot of 
commotion going on preparing for the event.  As managers you all have to be willing to assist 
your band.  Managers have to be attentive and sometimes that means helping with the menial, 
physical work of setting up.  The band’s drummer has to set-up the drum equipment and needs 
you hold the hi-hat spring down while he adjusts his foot petal and cymbals. The hi-hat is the 
part of the drum that looks like cymbals, by pressing the foot pedal you compress a spring that 
closes the cymbals.  This is the hi-hat spring (give them the handgrip).  Just like the first time 
squeeze this for as long as you can. Once the piece of paper falls out the drummer has to leave 
the settings as they are.  Are there any questions about what you will be doing?  
(Pass out handgrip and pieces of paper. Repeat procedures from the first handgrip task.  
Once everyone is done collect the handgrip and pieces of paper.)
Another transition...
(Pass out second questionnaire and collect once everyone is finished.)
A good management team has to have a vision for the band.  As the management team, 
you have to come up with a plan to keep the band going for the next 3 weeks.  What will happen 
in the next 3 weeks will be crucial for the band’s success.
Below you will find a list of possible actions you can take with your band.  Take a 
moment to look at the list of actions/decisions and get familiar with them.  Feel free to employ 
any of the actions in course of your plan.  However, the plan only allows you to perform one 
action per day.  Furthermore, the band does not have a great deal of money to work with at this 
time, so take notice that some of the actions cost more money to perform than others.  The 
band only has $280 for band-related expenses for the next three weeks.  Finally, notice that some 
actions are more likely to be successful than others.  Remember, this is 1962 and the band is 
still up and coming, so you may have to work your way up to some of the more difficult 
actions.  You’ll have 20 minutes for this task.
(Allow participants to fill out the three-week schedule and the PI will input their actions 
into the computer program and record the results.  The activity will be stopped after 20 minutes.)
Another quality of good management is being able to utilize all the resources available to 
them and to be able to improvise with what they have.  Good managers have to be resourceful; 
for example, they often have to know when and how much to invest money, as you saw in the 
last task, or be innovative in their use of everyday objects.  Even a trivial item, like duct tape, can 
serve important functions.  Think about and write down as many uses for a roll of duct tape 
during the band’s concert.  Consider both conventional and unconventional uses to come up with 
as many as possible; there are no restrictions.  Quantity is important so please work until you 
can’t generate any more uses.  Also after 3 minutes this watch will beep, when you hear it beep 
please draw a line below the last use written down and continue working as before.  There’s NO 
time limit. Let me know when you’re finished.  Are there any questions about what you’re going 
to be doing?  OK, start.
(The sheets will be collected.)
Ok.  One last transition…
(Pass out final questionnaire.)
Great, good work.  Thank you for participating in this study.  Please take a moment to 
read this…
(Proceed with Debriefing).
APPENDIX F – Consent Form
Consent Form
Thank you for participating in this research study. This study will take approximately 55 
minutes. During the course of this study, you will be asked to perform some tasks and fill out
some questionnaires. These tasks are both cognitive and physical in nature. Two tasks will ask 
you to squeeze a handgrip for as long as you can.  A second task requires some proofreading.  A 
third task is a computer program in which you will be asked to make decisions.  The last task 
requires that you come up with and record on paper innovative uses for a mundane item.  These 
tasks are not likely to cause you any distress or discomfort.  In the event that you do feel 
uncomfortable or distressed, you are free to end your participation at any time during the study 
without consequence to you or your academic standing and you will still receive the research 
credit.
The questionnaires will ask questions with regards to your relationships, your interests, and your 
feelings. We sincerely appreciate your honesty and openness, but you have the final say in how 
much you reveal to us, and what questions you feel comfortable answering.
Before we begin this study, please read each of the points below. If you understand and agree to 
each of these points, please sign the consent statement at the bottom of this page. If you do not 
understand at any point, please do not hesitate to ask the researcher for clarification. Your 
responses to this survey are totally anonymous. Your data will be assigned a numeric 
identification code and your name will not be associated with any of the data that you provide. In 
addition, the data you provide will be averaged together with data from other participants for any 
statistical analyses or any publication of this research. 
1. Your participation in this research is completely voluntary. 
2. You do not have to answer any question or perform any of the tasks you do not feel 
comfortable about.  
3. You are free to end your participation at any time during the study without consequence 
to you or your academic standing. You will still receive one hour credit for coming to this 
study. 
For participating, you will earn 1 research credit, which will be given to you at the end of the 
study. 
Please feel free to ask any questions should they arise before, during, or after the study is over. 
We will be able to tell you more about our study at the close, and will be able at that time to 
discuss any questions about our study that you might have or address any comments in greater 
depth. 
Though it is unlikely on these surveys, sometimes answering questionnaires can be distressing. If 
you experience any discomfort as a consequence of participating in this study, please feel free to 
contact me, Alejandro Betancur 845-596-1939, my faculty advisor, Dr. Donnah Canavan, PhD at 
552-4116, or the University Counseling Services at 552-3310.  You may also contact the Office 
for Human Research Participant Protection at 617-552-4778.
I have read and I believe I understand this Informed Consent document.  I believe I understand 
the purpose of the research project and what I will be asked to do.  I have been given the 
opportunity to ask questions and they have been answered satisfactorily.
I understand that I may stop my participation in this research study at anytime and that I can 
refuse to answer any question(s).
I understand that my name will not appear on the questionnaires I fill out, and that I will not be 
identified in reports on this research.
I have received a signed copy of this Informed Consent document for my personal reference.
I hereby give my informed and free consent to be a participant in this study.
Signatures:
___________   __________________________________________
Date Consent Signature of Participant
__________________________________________
Print Name of Participant
